VERSION 11.13.11

In this version we have corrected all the problems you found in previous
versions. Please continue reporting the bugs, so we can kill them…
In addition to debugging, we have implemented some new features:

PATTERN REVIEW/SMOOTH FOR PANTO-ONLY SYSTEMS: The panto-only
systems don’t have any pattern editing functions. This feature lets you review the
purchased patterns, looking for breaks and unintended dwell points in them. You
can also fix these glitches by using the full-featured Smooth function.

CATALOG SROLLBAR IN SELECTOR: Upon popular demand we have
implemented a vertical scrollbar in the catalog window. Using this feature you
can scroll to the desired catalog in one swift sweep.

SEPARATE “CLR” AND “DEL” KEYS ON KEYBOARD: Instead of switching
between the two keys, we kept the “Del” key at its original place and added a
new “Clr” key. This arrangement will serve all your different preferences.

REMOTE CONTROL: The reported difficulties with using the large OK button in
Path Pattern, block and pattern digitizing and emergency stop in Sew Quilt
prompted us to find a solution that is simple and flexible enough to meet the
different user preferences. It even lets you creatively mount the new control on
your machine.
The remote control function uses a commercially available wireless presentation
remote. We WILL NOT supply the actual device, you need to buy one of the
three recommended and tested units, or go with other available hardware.
However, we cannot guarantee the compatibility of untested models.
The remote control is a handheld wireless device that has at least two buttons for
advancing and rewinding slides in a presentation. Some of the models also have
a laser pointer. At this moment, we use only one of the buttons to act as the large
OK button in Digitize Paper Pattern, Line Pattern and Mark On Quilt functions.
The OK button is still active, but pressing the “PgUp” button on the remote will
perform the same function.
In Sew Quilt or Preview, the remote can be used for starting stitching, pausing
and restarting the IQ.
The buttons that can be activated by the remote are marked with a wireless
symbol at the upper left corner. There may be multiple remote-controlled buttons
on certain screens. The Help on those screens will explain the relationship
between the buttons on the screens and the buttons on the remote.

The wireless remotes have a USB receiver that can be plugged in one of the
USB ports of your tablet or docking station. See application notes at the different
models.
The following remotes have been tested and equally recommended for the new
feature. All of them can be purchased from www.amazon.com.
The two remotes below have laser pointers. Please use caution, as even the lowpower laser beam can be harmful if pointed directly into the eye.

The first unit has a large receiver that will not fit on the top of the i400 tablets.
The docking station ports of the i400 are recommended to be used. The same
ports are obstructed on the T201 docking station, so please use one of the ports
on the top edge of the tablet.

This unit has an on/off switch.

This remote does not have laser pointer, which eliminates the possibility of
accidently turning on the laser and pointing it to potentially harmful spots. Note
that the remote can be turned on/off by moving the battery between the two
battery compartments.

GRID CALIBRATION ON THE STIQ: With this System utility you can calibrate
the 1” grid so it shows the true size.

Please start using the new version and watch for differences between the
“old” and “new” behavior. If you think that some changes were not for the
better, please don’t hesitate to let us know by posting your reports and
related files (logs, screenshots, pictures, etc.) on the Support page of
www.intelliquilter.com. Please post your bug reports on the same page.

